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Figure 1: Conditional image retrieval results on open access artwork from the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and Rijksmuseum using culture and media, top row text, as conditioners.
Abstract
This work introduces Conditional Image Retrieval (CIR) systems: IR methods
that can efficiently specialize to specific subsets of images on the fly. These
systems broaden the class of queries IR systems support, and eliminate the need
for expensive re-fitting to specific subsets of data. Specifically, we adapt tree-
based K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) data-structures to the conditional setting by
introducing additional inverted-index data-structures. This speeds conditional
queries and does not slow queries without conditioning. We present two new
datasets for evaluating the performance of CIR systems and evaluate a variety of
design choices. As a motivating application, we present an algorithm that can
explore shared semantic content between works of art of vastly different media
and cultural origin. Finally, we demonstrate that CIR data-structures can identify
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) “blind spots”: areas where GANs fail to
properly model the true data distribution.
Preprint. Under review.
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Algorithm 1: Querying a CKNN Tree
input :A point, q, a condition, S ⊆ X , a tree,
root, and an inverted index, I
output :Closest point, p∗ ∈ S, to q
validNodes← ⋃s∈S I(s); p∗ ← null
def SearchNode(n):
if n ∈ validNodes then
if n is a leaf node then
p← closest point in S
if d(p, q) < d(p∗, q) then
p∗ ← p
else
potentials← children of n which
could hold a closer point
for child in potentials do
SearchNode(child)
SearchNode(root); return p∗
Figure 2: A schematic diagram of a full conditional
search tree (Left). Colored blocks represent the
existence of an image class labels within the leaf
node. After conditioning on a particular class, one
can prune nodes without any children satisfying the
conditions. (Right)
1 Introduction
In many Image Retrieval (IR) applications, it is natural to limit the scope of the retrieval to a subset of
images. For example, returning similar clothes by a certain brand, or similar artwork from a specific
artist. Currently, it is a challenge for IR systems to restrict their attention to sub-collections of images
on the fly. More specifically, a core component of many IR systems, KNN data-structures, only
support queries over the entire corpus. Currently, restricting retrieved images to a particular class
or filter requires filtering the “unconditional” query results, or building a new KNN data-structure
for each filter. Filtering unconditional results can be costly, especially if many of the retrieved
unconditional images do not fit the user’s filter, or if the valid images are not close to the query
image. Furthermore, re-building the KNN data-structure on each subset of the data incurs a steep
computational penalty and can result in 2n data-structures, where n is the total number of images.
To mitigate these issues, we introduce “conditional” variants of tree-based KNN methods that can
efficiently and adaptively prune their structure to fit arbitrary conditional predicates. We evaluate the
query-time performance of these methods compared to their unconditional counterparts and introduce
two new datasets to quantitatively measure success on CIR tasks.
We apply these conditional KNN data-structures on the combined open-access collections of the
the Metropolitan Museum of Art [1] and the Rijksmuseum [2] to create an algorithm capable of
identifying artistic connections across time, space, culture and media. Additionally, we investigate the
structure of these conditional neighbor trees and show that they can reveal areas of poor convergence
and diversity (“blind spots”) in image based GANs. We summarize the contributions of this work as
follows:
• We contribute a simple modification to existing KNN data-structures to allow users to
efficiently filter resulting neighbors using arbitrary logical predicates, enabling efficient CIR
• We introduce two new datasets for evaluating CIR systems and use these datasets to evaluate
various featurization strategies
• We use CIR to discover shared structure across genres, styles, artists, and media in the visual
arts
• We use CIR data-structures to discover “blind spots” where GANs fail to match the true data
2 Background
IR systems aim to retrieve a list of relevant images that are related to a query image. “Relevance” in
IR systems often refers to the “semantics” of the image such as its content, objects, or meaning. Many
existing IR systems map images to "feature space" where distance better corresponds to relevance. In
feature space, KNN can provide a ranked list of relevant images [58]. Good features and distance
metrics aim to align with our intuitive senses of similarity between data [87], show invariance to
certain forms of noise [26], and improve performance of other algorithms [36]. There is a considerable
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body of work on learning good "features" for images, [11, 16, 91, 73, 25, 46, 76, 63, 36]. In this
work we leverage features from intermediate layers of deep supervised models, which perform well
in a variety of contexts and are ubiquitous throughout the literature. Nevertheless, our methods could
apply to any features found in the literature including those from text, sound, and tabular data.
There are a wide variety of KNN algorithms, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Typically,
these methods are either tree-based, graph-based, or hash-based [6]. Tree-based methods partition
target points into hierarchical subsets based on their spatial geometry and include techniques such
as the KD Tree [12], RP Tree [18], PCA Tree [7], Ball Tree [68], M-Tree [90], VP Tree [89], some
inverted index approaches [8], and tree ensemble approaches [13, 14, 88, 62]. Some tree-based
data-structures allow exact search, and have formal guarantees on their performance [18]. Graph-
based methods rely on greedily traversing an approximate KNN graph of the data, and have gained
popularity due to their superior performance in the approximate NN domain [6, 22, 72, 43, 39].
There are numerous hash-based approaches in the literature and [83] provides a systematic overview.
Notably, [5] provides theoretical bounds on probabilistic exact retrieval using angular distance
hashing. To our knowledge, neither graph nor hash-based retrieval methods can guarantee finding
the nearest neighbor. However, fast approximate search is often sufficient for many applications. In
our work we focus on tree-based methods because it is unclear how to create an analogous method
for graph-based data-structures. Nevertheless, tree based methods are widely used, especially when
exact results are required.
Conditional K-Nearest Neighbors (CKNN) aims to find the k closest points to a query point, q, with
distance function, d. These points must satisfy a given logical predicate (condition), S, which we
represent as a subset of the full corpus of points, X :
CNN(q,S ⊆ X ) = argmin
t∈S
d(q, t)
When the conditioner, S, equals the full space, X , we recover the standard KNN definition. The
goal of this work is to show that, for a broad class of KNN data-structures, it is possible to perform
“predicate push-down“ [34, 49] and move the logical predicate into the KNN data-structure to
improve search speed. We stress that this work does not aim to make the fastest KNN algorithm,
or to exhaustively implement predicate push-down in all KNN methods. Our aim is to show that
conditioning a KNN data-structure on the fly is possible, has small overhead, yields new tools for
image analysis, and can improve performance when added to a commonly used implementation [69]
of the Ball tree and KD tree data-structures.
3 Conditional Nearest Neighbor Data-Structures
We aim to efficiently specialize an existing KNN data-structure trained on a corpora of points X
to a particular subset of points, S ⊆ X . In the context of tree based KNN methods, we can filter
or “prune” both irrelevant data in the leaves of the tree and inner nodes without relevant children.
More specifically, Figure 2 shows how a node can be pruned if none of the points below it satisfy the
conditioning predicate. We can filter nodes efficiently with an inverted index [45], I , that maps points,
x ∈ X to the collection of their dominating nodes, I(x) = {n : x below node n}. We can form the
union of dominating nodes, as the first line of Algorithm 1 above, to compute the subset of nodes that
remain after pruning. One can quickly prune nodes during traversal by checking node membership in
this set. Furthermore, this set can be cached and shared between queries with the same conditioner.
Leaf node points can be pruned through direct evaluation of the predicate. For scenarios where
the predicates have additional structure, such as representing class labels, one can define a smaller
class-based inverted index, Iclass(c) which maps a class label, c, to the set of dominating nodes. For
these predicates, union and intersection operators commute through the class-based inverted index:
I(Sa ∩ Sb) = Iclass(a) ∩ Iclass(b) and I(Sa ∪ Sb) = Iclass(a) ∪ Iclass(b), (1)
where Sa is the subset of points with label a. This principle speeds a broad class of queries and
accelerates document retrieval frameworks like Elastic Search [27] and its backbone, Lucene [61].
Our conditional inverted indices can apply to KNN trees independent of how the tree splits points
(Ball, Hyperplane, Cluster), the branching factor, and the topology of the tree. They also apply to
ensembles of trees and to multi-probe LSH methods by pruning hash buckets.
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CKNN Method
Dataset SBT CBT SKD CKD BF
FMNIST 5+3k 8 7+4k 20 8
MNIST 5+3k 8 7+4k 23 7
Glove-25 6+9k 22 7+10k 25 29
Glove-50 24+13k 34 27+15k 50 42
Glove-100 47+20k 55 52+23k 86 69
Glove-200 52+33k 77 61+39k 142 125
NYT 11+9k 21 13+10k 38 29
SIFT 30+20k 52 35+24k 69 66
Table 1: Query and specialization times (ms) of
Conditional KNN methods across several bench-
marking datasets from [6]. CBT and CKD rep-
resent conditional variants of the Ball Tree and
KD tree and SBT and SKD are trees specifically
built for each query Subset, BF represents Brute
Force search. Conditional methods rival special-
ized trees without the 3-25k ms creation overhead.
Figure 3: Query time of Conditional trees (CBT
and CKD) and dedicated trees built on each sub-
set (SBT and SKD). When the solid line ap-
proaches the “best-hope” dotted line, conditional
structures approach the performance of dedi-
cated structures without an expensive re-creation
cost. Conditional KNN methods outperform BF
search (green line) for most conditioner sizes.
Featurization Method
Dataset Metric RN50 RN101 MN SN DN RNext dlv3101 MRCNN Random
CA @1 .50 .51 .55 .44 .59 .46 .37 .45 .0002@10 .70 .68 .71 .62 .76 .65 .55 .63 .002
CF @1 .41 .37 .39 .44 .43 .38 .33 .44 .016@10 .77 .76 .76 .80 .79 .76 .73 .79 .16
Table 2: Performance of CIR (Accuracy @N ) on content recovery across style variations for both the
ConditionalFont (CF) and ConditionalArt (CA) datasets using a variety of features from pre-trained
networks. Results show CIR retrieves the same content image across different styles. For full details
on experimental conditions please see Section 7.
3.1 Implementation
We implement predicate push-down within the existing Ball Tree and KD tree implementations in the
popular SciKit-learn framework [69]. These implementations support exact retrieval with several
metrics, OpenMP parallelization [17], and Cython acceleration [10]. We also implement several
(optional) accelerations such as dense bit-array set operations, and caching node subsets on repeated
conditioner queries. Finally, we contribute a Spark based implementation of a Conditional Ball tree
to Microsoft ML for Apache Spark [29, 30] for large-scale, elastic, and distributed queries across a
wide variety of databases and formats.
3.2 Performance
To understand the performance implications of predicate push-down we quantify the overheads
and the speedups on several large datasets and sizes of conditioners. For our datastructures and
datasets, we found that cost of creating the predicate inverted index is negligible when compared
to building the underlying tree. We detail this investigation in Section C of the Appendix. In the
scenario when S = X , we can directly compare the performance of conditional and unconditional
data-structures. Figure 10 and Table 3 in the Appendix show query time distributions for conditional
and unconditional variants of the KD tree and Ball Tree on several large-scale benchmarking datasets
from the literature [6, 4, 67]. These experiments show that checking the node subset before each
branch traversal adds negligible overhead. Thus we conclude that performance is dominated by the
underlying KNN data-structure the dataset is applied to.
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Figure 4: Representative samples from the ConditionalArt dataset (left) and ConditionalFont dataset
(right). CIR systems conditioned on style should retrieve images of the same content.
To understand the performance of our approach we compare the performance of re-using the global
KNN data-structure (our approach), with that of a predicate-specific data-structure made on the fly.
In general, predicate-specific data-structures will always yield faster queries, but incur a large cost to
re-make the data-structure for each query. In Table 1 we show how predicate-specific and pruned
datastructures compare on several datasets from the literature. In this experiment, we use class labels
for MNIST and FMNIST conditions and K-means cluster labels (k = 10) for the other datasets.
Times are averaged across all conditions. To understand the effects of predicate size, we benchmark
on 488k Resnet50-featurized images (dim = 2048) from the combined MET and Rijksmusem open-
access collections with a randomly chosen test set (n = 1000). We condition on specific artwork
media and cultures, as well as pairwise unions of the largest four classes to form subsets that contain
more than half of the points. In Figure 3, we compare the performance of conditionally pruned
trees, dedicated trees made on each subset, and a brute-force approach. We note that conditional
trees approach the performance of dedicated trees for most of the predicates tested, but without
the expensive cost of recreating the tree (Creation time not included in Figure 3). Furthermore, we
note that the approach dominates brute force search until the subset reaches around 10% of the data
for KD trees and 1% of the data for Ball trees. Thus, performance depends both on underlying
algorithm and conditioner size. Our approach re-uses the global KNN data-structure structure without
making assumptions on the distribution of predicates. This prioritizes broad applicability and limited
code modification over query-time optimization. We hope future investigations can examine the
effects of modifying the data-structure to account for a prior over predicates. For implementation,
experimentation, environment, and computing details please see Section 7.
4 Limitations
This work does not aim to create the fastest KNN algorithm, but rather presents a broadly applicable
conditioning scheme that’s simple, effective, and yields fruitful applications. We note that KNN
retrieval chooses particular items significantly more than others, due to effects such as the “hubness
problem” and we direct readers to [20] for possible solutions. We identify some lower dimensional
failure cases that do not correspond to those mentioned by Dinu et al and explore this further in
Section B of the Appendix. Our approach does not modify the KNN construction, simply prunes it
afterwards. This is clearly not the most efficient solution when conditioner sizes are small, but it is
orders of magnitude faster than recreating the tree.
5 Discovering Shared Structure in the Visual Arts
One application of CIR is to reveal cultural connections in the visual arts. More specifically, CIR on
the combined Met and Rijksmusem collections finds striking connections between art from different
histories and mediums. These matches often highlight cultural exchange and shared inspiration. For
example, similarities between the Dutch Double Face Banyan (middle row left) and the Chinese
ceramic figurine (middle row 3rd from left) of Figure 1, can be traced to the flow of porcelain and
iconography from Chinese to Dutch markets during the 16th-20th centuries [47, 81]. We hope CIR can
help art-historians and inspire the public to explore new artistic traditions. To this end, we introduce
a website to explore CIR in the visual arts in Section A of the Appendix.
To create this method, we leverage features from the penultimate layer of ResNet50 [32] trained on
ImageNet [19] which has been shown to capture many aspects of image semantics such as texture,
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Figure 5: (Left): Visualization of the American culture class within MET+Rijks CBT. Red nodes
contain no American artworks and can be pruned during retrieval. The pruning rate (41%) is
significantly higher than random chance (12%) suggesting the class is spatially localized. (Middle
and Right): Visualization of CBT on ProGAN outputs and real data from the CelebA HQ dataset.
(Middle): Nodes colored by RCD where blue nodes represent nodes with higher than average
representation by the GAN. Nodes a and b are labelled, and samples from these nodes are shown
in 6. (Right): Nodes colored by statistically significant deviations of RCD from 1 (p < 0.01), show
significant and widespread differences between GAN outputs and true data.
color, content, and pose [66]. KNN retrieval on these features also yields quick and effective solutions
for image retrieval, semantic in-painting, and image duplication detection [31, 53]. In this work
we use “content” features from ResNet50. Alternatively one could use “style” based features from
methods like AdaIN [35], or the Gram Matrix of [24] to create a CIR system that retrieves images
with similar “styles” and an approximate invariance to content.
5.1 Evaluation by Non-parametric Style Transfer
One of the largest design decisions in a CIR system is the choice of features used for queries. We
quantitatively evaluate the impact of different featurization strategies by retrieving similar-content
images across different stylizations. More specifically, if the conditioning information represents
the image “style” and the features represent the “content”, CIR should find an image with the same
content, but constrained to be in the style of the conditioner, such as “glass” or “Egyptian” in
Figure 1. Through this lens, CIR systems can act as “non-parametric” style transfer systems. This
differs from the wide variety of style transfer and visual analogy methods in the literature as these
approaches generate the image directly as opposed to finding the image within an existing corpora
[35, 24, 42, 78, 50].
In this vein, we introduce two datasets with known style and content annotations: the ConditionalFont
and ConditionalArt datasets. The ConditionalFont dataset contains 15687 32× 32 greyscale images
of 63 ASCII characters (content) across 249 fonts (style). This dataset serves as a simple human
created baseline that echoes past work from the style-transfer literature [78]. The ConditionalArt
dataset consists of 100000 color images of varying resolution formed from 5000 content images from
the MS COCO [52] dataset and 200 style images from the WikiArt dataset [65]. The contents and
styles are transferred using a trained Adaptive Instance Normalization network [35], which serves as
a consistent way to generate images of specific styles. We note that although the “ground truth” is an
algorithmic style transfer method, [41] show that these methods align with human intuition. Some
representative samples from these two datasets are shown in Figure 4. With these datasets, one can
measure how CIR features, metrics, and query strategies align with the high-level task of matching
content across styles. To measure retrieval accuracy, we choose 10000 random query images from the
datasets and 10000 random styles to serve as conditions for our CIR system. For each query image
we use CIR to retrieve the query image’s KNNs conditioned on its corresponding style. We then
check whether any retrieved images have the same content as the original query image. In Table 2,
we explore how the choice of featurization algorithm affects CIR systems. All methods outperform
the random baseline of Table 2, indicating that they are implicitly performing non-parametric content-
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Figure 6: Samples from two statistically significant nodes from Fig. 5, Left. Images are randomly
chosen and representative of those found at the node. Almost every real image in Node a contains
microphones whereas no GAN generated outputs could create a microphone. Node b shows a clear
bias towards brimmed hats, and the GAN samples contain significant visual artifacts.
style transfer. DenseNet (DN) [37], Squeezenet (SN) [38], and MaskRCNN (MRCNN) [33] features
tend to perform well across both ConditionalArt and ConditionalFont datasets.
6 Discovering “Blind Spots” in GANs
Efficient high-dimensional KNN search data-structures need to robustly partition the data based on its
variance and geometry. For example, recent tree-based KNN data-structures leverage unsupervised
learning techniques such as hierarchical clustering [84] and slicing along PCA directions [7]. In
this light, we can leverage KNN data-structures as a model of the hierarchical topology of the data
and use this to study the “heterogeneity” of conditioning information relative to the full dataset.
In Figure 5, we show that conditioners such as American Art in the MET and Rijks collections
exhibit significant locality (41% node pruning) in the Conditional Ball Tee when compared to an
equivalently sized random condition (12% node pruning). To quantify this, we introduce an simple
and interpretable statistic, the Relative Conditioner Density (RCD), to measure the degree of over
and under representation of a class c with corresponding subset Sc ⊆ X , at node n in the KNN tree:
RCD(n, c) =
|n ∩ Sc|
|n|
|X |
|Sc| (2)
Here, |n| represents the number of data below node n in the tree. The RCD measures how much
a node’s empirical distribution of labels differs from the global statistics, RCD > 1 occurs when
the node over-represents class c, and RCD < 1 occurs when the node under-represents the label,
c. We apply this analysis to understand how samples from generative models, such as image-based
GANs, differ from true data. In particular, one can form a conditional tree containing true data and
generated samples, each with their own classes, ct and cg respectively. In this context, nodes with
RCD(·, cg) 1 are regions of space where the network under-represents the real dataset. In Figure
5, we form a Conditional Ball Tree for samples from a trained Progressive GAN [44] and the training
dataset: CelebA HQ [54]. Coloring the nodes by RCD reveals a considerable amount of statistically
significant structural differences between the two distributions. By simply thresholding the RCD
(< 0.6), we find types of images that GANs struggle to reproduce. We show samples from two
low-RCD nodes in Figure 6 and also note their location in Figure 5. From a visual inspection of
the real samples below this node, one can see that Progressive GAN struggles to generate realistic
images of brimmed hats as well as microphones. Though we do not focus this work on thoroughly
investigating issues of diversity in GANs, this suggests GANs have difficulty representing data that
is not in the majority. This aligns with the findings of [9], without requiring an additional object
detection or semantic segmentation ontology.
7 Experimental Details
We perform all timed comparisons in Table 1 and Table 3 of the Appendix, on an Azure NV24 Virtual
Machine running Ubuntu 16.04, Python 3.7, and scikit-learn v0.22.2 [69]. We use Scikit-learn for
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Ball Tree and KD Tree implementations and use numpy v1.18.1 [82] for brute force implementations.
We leverage the benchmarking datasets (FMNIST [85], MNIST [48], GLOVE [70], NYT [64],
SIFT [55]) from [6] and use the same distance metrics. We used scikit-learn’s K-means clustering
implementation to form reasonable conditioning subsets. To form image features for Table 2 we
use trained networks from the torchvision v0.6 repository [59]. In particular, we use ResNet50
(RN50) [32], ResNet101 (RN101), MobileNetV2 (MN) [75], SqueezeNet (SN) [38], DenseNet (DN)
[37], ResNeXt (RNext) [86], DeepLabV3 ResNet101 (dlv3101) [15], and Mask R-CNN (MRCNN)
[33]. Features are taken from the penultimate layer of the backbone, and the matches of Table 2 are
computed with respect to cosine distance. We use trained a Progressive GAN from the open-source
Tensorflow [3] implementation accompanying [44].
8 Related Work
Image retrieval and nearest neighbor methods have been thoroughly studied in the literature, and there
are many directions for future study. There are several survey works on KNN retrieval, but they only
mention unconditional varieties [68, 14, 83]. Marchiori [60] has studied the mathematical properties
of conditional nearest neighbor retrieval for large margin classification, but works primarily with
graph based methods as opposed to trees. They do not apply this to modern deep features and do not
aim to improve query speed. There are a wide variety featurization strategies for IR systems. Gordo
et. al [26] learn features optimized for IR. Siamese networks such as FaceNet embed data using
tuples of two data and a similarity score and preserving this similarity in the embedding [46, 77].
These methods do not perform conditional retrieval, and features from these methods could be used to
improve CIR systems. Conditional Similarity Networks augment tuple embedding approaches with
the ability to handle different notions of similarity with different embedding dimensions [80]. This
models conditions as similarities, but does not limit the search space of retrieved images in a generic
fashion. These features have potential to yield in neighbor trees that, when pruned, have a similar
structure and performance to dedicated trees. Sketch-based IR uses line-drawings as query-images,
but does not aim to restrict the set of candidate images generically [56]. Style transfer [40] and visual
analogies [50, 74] yield results similar to our art exploration tool, but generate the analogous images
rather than retrieve them from an existing corpus. [79] splits IR systems into conditional subsystems
but does not tackle generic conditioners or provide experimental evaluation. [71] create an IR system
conditioned on text input, but do not address the problem of explicitly conditioning the query space.
[23] and [51] respectively learn and use a hierarchy of concepts concurrently with IR features, which
could be a compelling way to learn useful conditions for an Conditional IR system.
9 Conclusion
We have presented and evaluated new methods for efficient conditional image retrieval. We provided
simple and generic ways to modify broad classes of KNN architectures to support arbitrary conditional
queries on the fly. These queries can shed light on hidden commonalities between corpora, improve
result diversity, and tailor results to better fit a users specifications. We demonstrated that this approach
speeds conditional queries and approaches optimal results for relative condition fractions above 5%
without adding overhead to the unconditional model. We showed that conditional IR can help reveal
shared visual content across seemingly disparate artistic cultures and media. We introduced two
new datasets, ConditionalFont and ConditionalArt, to quantitatively evaluate conditional IR and
systematically explore the effect of different featurization strategies. Lastly, we explored the topology
of CKNN data-structures to identify several “blind spots” in the ProGAN network trained on CelebA
HQ.
10 Broader Impact
We have explored Conditional Image Retrieval systems to create a method to uncover the hidden
commonalities in art historical corpora. This method can provide a useful research tool for historians
and inspire the public to view the MET and Rijks collections in novel ways. By showing how works
from a variety of cultures, media, and times share a common structure, we hope to promote respect
for the work of other cultures, and dispel myths of cultural superiority.
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To reduce the possibility of a hateful or adversarial attack on the system, we limit the scope of our
interactive website to images already in the corpora of the MET and Rijksmusem, as opposed to user
uploaded images. Even with this limitation, works of art can contain nudity or offensive depictions of
race and gender. An appropriate amount of viewer discretion is advised when exploring this algorithm
with children. We also stress that the collection of images represents a particular biased subset of the
human culture. Factors such as the bias of curators, patrons and art critics, as well as whether a work
survives into the modern era all play a role. These factors can result in systematically fewer works by
minorities, “outside artists” [57], and cultures lost to time. Furthermore, we note that the choice of
dataset is a significant factor when considering the moral implications of the method, for instance
applying CIR to facial recognition or resume retrieval requires a more careful analysis of bias before
deploying to production.
In section 6 we demonstrate how CKNN data-structures can pinpoint issues in GANs. We hope this
approach will be used by the community to identify and fix methods so that they better reflect the
true diversity of the data. We note however that GANs that appear homogeneous with respect to a a
particular feature space and data-structure are not guaranteed to be fair, as more subtle traits might
not have sufficient spatial locality in the feature space.
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A Website
Figure 7: Example of the conditioning abilities
of MosAIc. The query image (top left) is pro-
vided along with a medium conditioner restricts
retrieved images to sculptures. Selecting a match
from the carousel below brings it up beside the
query image for comparison.
Figure 8: Using SHAP to explain the similar-
ity between the query image and any requested
match. Unimportant pixels have been masked.
In the example above, the subject of the work
is selected as an important contribution to the
similarity.
As an application of CIR for the public, we introduce MosAIc (aka.ms/mosaic), a website that
that allows users to explore art matches conditioned on culture and medium. MosAIc’s front-end is
built on React [21], and its back-end is built on Azure Kubernetes Service and Azure App Services.
Figure 7 provides an example of a user query conditioned on the “sculpture” label. This query yields
a Dutch sculpture that depicts a female wearing a blue dress and an outer layer across the shoulders,
much like the query image. Users can view rows of matched artwork returned for a specific query to
see multiple matches for each conditioner. MosAIc also leverages SHAP to explain match rationales
as in Figure 8 and Azure Search to provide text-based querying in addition to CIR. This allows users
find and select specific works from the collection to explore with CIR.
B Visualizing Failure Cases
Figure 9 (a) shows how conditioners that do not share a common support can yield low diversity
conditional neighbors. Though sharing a common support is certainly helpful, it is not mandatory
as shown by Figure 9 (b). Some potential mitigations for these effects could be to fine tune learned
embeddings to promote diverse queries, or to re-weight query outputs based on diversity. Additionally,
an initial alignment with an optimal transport method could mitigate these effects [28].
Figure 9: A schematic illustration of how conditional KNN can yield to a lack of diversity in particular
geometries. (a) shows how low diversity can occur when there is no overlap of supports. Figure (b)
shows how support intersection is not necessary for quality alignment
C Evaluating the Overhead of Conditional Retrieval
We find that our CKNN data-structures do not contribute overhead to “unconditional” queries where
S = X . Figure 10 shows a box-plot of query times for unconditional queries on the GIST 960
embeddings, this demonstrate that checking conditioner subsets do not affect the distribution of query
times. Table 3 shows this affect on a broad class of large-scale benchmarking datasets with both
14
euclidean and angular distance. For both Figure 10 and Table 3, we use training and testing sets from
[6].
Figure 10: Performance of CKNN in unconditional case when S = X . Checking the remaining node
set does not noticeably affect query time for both KD and Ball Tree (BT) methods. BF represents a
Brute Force comparison.
Method
Dataset Size Dim Metric BF BT CBT KD CKD Annoy
FMNIST 60,000 784 E 122 ± 3 62 ± 2 62 ± 2 67 ± 8 68 ± 8 14 ± 3
GIST 1,000,000 960 A 2511 ± 58 1375 ± 89 1330 ± 14 1618 ± 276 1599 ± 256 45 ± 14
Glove 1,183,514 100 A 446 ± 9 415 ± 7 441 ± 9 447 ± 22 473 ± 21 17 ± 2
Glove 1,183,514 200 A 745 ± 9 454 ± 11 613 ± 11 530 ± 11 682 ± 10 20 ± 3
Glove 1,183,514 25 A 232 ± 8 145 ± 17 147 ± 17 64 ± 38 67 ± 38 12 ± 1
Glove 1,183,514 50 A 316 ± 6 240 ± 5 246 ± 5 246 ± 34 252 ± 34 14 ± 1
MNIST 60,000 784 E 121 ± 2 63 ± 2 63 ± 1 68 ± 15 68 ± 15 18 ± 2
NYT 290,000 256 A 215 ± 3 115 ± 13 120 ± 13 108 ± 59 112 ± 61 20 ± 1
SIFT 1,000,000 128 E 436 ± 4 192 ± 37 270 ± 51 146 ± 59 190 ± 77 13 ± 1
Table 3: Unconditional benchmarking results on reference datasets from [6]. Results show that our
approach does not introduce overheads in the unconditional setting and can be used to broaden the
family of KNN operations without sacrificing speed. We include a single approximate KNN approach,
Annoy, to allow for comparison between our exact KNN baselines, and a widely used approximate
KNN method. Metric “A” and “E” represent angular and euclidean distance respectively.
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